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ABSTRACT

Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI), a Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program
(CTEIP) initiative, is developing advanced telemetry system components that can be used in an
integrated instrumentation package for tri-service small missile test and training applications. JAMI has
made significant progress in the development of Global Positioning System (GPS) based Time-Space-
Position Information (TSPI) tracking hardware, flight termination equipment and end-game vector
scoring technology in low cost, modular packages that will allow world-wide test and training. The
JAMI program is in full-scale development of advanced GPS technologies to reduce the cold start Time-
To-First-Fix (TTFF) to less than 3 seconds. This paper discusses the progress of the program during the
past year and the efforts planned for fiscal year 2001. Testing results of GPS receivers to levels of over
50 Gs and problems encountered in programming GPS simulator for missile flight profiles are
discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The JAMI program was initiated in 1997 to address enhancements in missile instrumentation primarily
through the introduction of GPS as an improved and worldwide tracking source. The concept of a
programmable Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA) device was included as well as the
development of sophisticated post mission processing to obtain End Game Scoring (EGS) quality
measurements.

JAMI will have applicability to tri-service small missile programs, e.g., the JAMI concept has support
from several Program Offices, as well as the missile target development programs. For these reasons, the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) chose to initiate in fiscal year 1997 a CTEIP program.



BACKGROUND

There are a host of participant types in a typical test or training scenario, though many scenarios involve
a shooter aircraft, a missile, and a target drone. OSD-sponsored programs are providing GPS-based
TSPI for each of these platforms.

GPS technology is a rapidly changing field. Four years ago, the prevailing thought was that GPS
receivers, especially low cost commercial receivers, could not track through high dynamic missile flight
environments. It was assumed that GPS translators would be required in high G environments. The
Translated GPS Ranging System (TGRS) program was funded by OSD to provide a digital translator for
such applications. At about the same time, OSD also funded the Hardened Subminiature Telemetry
Sensor Systems (HSTSS) program to develop miniature, hardened telemetry components. The HSTSS
program investigated the utility of not only very small GPS receivers for projectile applications, but also
investigated the effects of adding a low cost set of inertial sensors to the design in a tightly coupled
configuration. The results of the co-variance analysis showed that the GPS receiver accuracy could be
very high in a high dynamic missile flight environment, but hardware to support missile dynamics of
over 50 Gs did not exist.

JAMI PHASE 2 - FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT

JAMI was approved as a Phase 2 program in February 2000. Several important actions were initiated in
support of the final JAMI goal of high dynamic GPS tracking and post mission end game scoring during
the past year. In addition, several new problems were discovered in the areas of GPS testing and
simulation and GPS antenna design.

High Dynamic GPS Technology Development- A significant milestone was reached in March when a
novel GPS technology developed by Parthus Ltd., UK was tested by the JAMI team. This GPS Sensor is
a s lit receiver device and demonstrated the ability to find and lock onto at least four satellites in less
than 3 seconds with only a lookup list of satellites to aid acquisition. Further testing demonstrated that
the unit could track through simulated missile dynamics of up to 100 G. These tests confirmed extensive
MatLab modeling of the concept that had been conducted last fall. The concept was described in detail
by Dr Anthony R Pratt of Parthus Ltd. in the paper “GPS for Tracking 100g Dynamic Vehicles”.

Figure 1.  High Dynamic GPS Sensor



Parthus Ltd. packaged the GPS sensor on a 2.3 inch diameter assembly chosen for 2.75 inch missile
telemetry packages. This unit was delivered in June 2001 and a test program has been designed to
evaluate the unit under missile environments and dynamics. The unit employees a hardened crystal
oscillator developed by the Hardened Subminiature Telemetry and Sensor Systems (HSTSS) program.
The oscillator has a G sensitivity of only 0.01 ppm/G.

A follow-on contract is planned to enhance the existing sensor implementation. The improved sensor
will provide for acquisition from a completely cold start and improve the carrier phase recovery
capability.

Flight Termination- The JAMI program expanded its involvement in flight termination technology in
FY-01. The Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA) design was successfully transitioned to Raymond
Engineering Operations (REO) of Kaman Engineering and qualification testing is planned for November
2001. The FTSA is a programmable device that allows the user to set the arming conditions based on the
requirements for a specific weapon system. The FTSA specification has been reviewed by the Range
Safety community who will also oversee qualification testing. The programmable functions include
failsafe conditions, safe separation time, umbilical disconnect, and two axis acceleration to "50 G.

The Air Force and NASA initiated an investigation into enhanced Flight Termination Technology that
would provide the capability to digitally address flight termination receivers (FTR). The JAMI program
endorsed this concept because it provides greater utility in multiple weapon tests and greatly simplifies
the FTR ordering and stocking problems encountered at many ranges.

Figure 2.  FTSA Prototype

Ground Processing- Significant work was completed in GPS ground processing during the past year. A
requirements document describing the function and interface for the JAMI Data Processor was
completed. A real-time system dubbed Missile Application Real Time Interface (MARTI) was
developed in support of low dynamic missiles or targets and was fielded over a year ahead of schedule.
MARTI provides the capability of displaying the GPS position of a missile or target using the Missile
Application Condensed Message (MACM) protocol and contains a dead-reckoner and impact predictor
to aid in filling in the track in the event of a telemetry dropout. The MARTI software will be interfaced
with the TECS display system at Edwards AFB and the range at China Lake this year.



The other ground processing software under development by JAMI is the Multi-sensor Optimal
Smoother Estimation Software (MOSES). MOSES is a post-processing product developed by the Air
Force in support of the B-1 flight test program. MOSES is used on a daily basis at Edwards AFB and
Hollaman AFB for precision flight analysis. It is highly structured and uses all available 4 4 sensors” to
calculate the best solution. The core of the MOSES system is a sophisticated Kalman filter-smoother
developed by Dr. Neil Carlson, which applies GPS corrections to an IMU position solution. The Air
Force is currently modifying the MOSES GPS processing from standard differential corrections to
kinematic processing. An input module was written and tested to create a differentially corrected GPS
solution in real time from the MACM input message.

JAMI TSPI Unit- The JAMI TSPI Unit (JTU) development received much of the JAMI effort during
the past year since it is the heart of the JAMI airborne system. The JTU contains either a high or low
dynamic GPS tracking unit and a sophisticated Inertial Measurements Unit (IMU) signal processor. A
power supply and data formatter are also included in the 13 cubic inch unit. The JTU will provide a data
protocol to the host telemetry system of a missile that has been dubbed the TSPI Unit Message Structure
(TUMS) at a rate of less than 200 Kb/s. Processing firmware was developed to reduce the IMU
downlink rate without introducing any processing error. Additional firmware was developed to
continuously integrate a relative position solution on the missile. The relative position will be tied to an
absolute position by including the GPS data. This feature will allow for the ground processor to provide
an accurate missile track in a post flight filter/smoother by using the integrator output to fill in the
missing telemetry gaps. Since the IMU errors are very small for short periods of time, the resultant
missile position solution will be very accurate even if the GPS system fails to provide carrier phase
tracking for durations of a few seconds.

The JTU specification is scheduled for released in 2001. In support of this effort, a covariance analysis
is underway to specify the IMU system performance based on expected missile tracking dynamics,
typical GPS and/or telemetry dropouts, and required post mission tracking accuracy requirements.
Additional covariance analysis will be performed using error state data from existing miniature IMU
sensors to verify that the JAMI tracking requirements are attainable.

JAMI TSPI Integrated Module (JTIM) - The need for an integrated stand-alone package was identified
as a method of providing high quality GPS and IMU data from a target platform. The JTIM will include
the JTU components as well as an optional encryption unit and telemetry transmitter. The packaging
constraints of this system ( are not as severe as the JTU and the primary configuration will be in an
AN/DSQ-50 scoring form factor. The JTIM will require a GPS antenna and a telemetry antenna. One of
the interesting concerns related to the JTIM is whether a target should contain a single GPS receiver (to
support all GPS based systems, or have a distributed system of GPS receivers that use a common
antenna). The issue involves mandating any GPS receiver used as part of the target control system also
provide a MACM output at a 10 Hz rate that would be required for End Game Scoring and lethality
analysis.

GPS Testing- GPS dynamic testing is a long-term effort in the JAMI program with several aspects. As
reported last year, simulation testing was done using the Guided Weapon Evaluation Facility (GWEF) at
Eglin AFB and several missile scenarios have been developed as analysis tools. In October 2000 a series
of outdoor tests were conducted, using a centrifuge with a 30-foot arm. Thirteen tests were conducted
over a 6-day period and the data is still being analyzed. One of the most difficult factors encountered
was the lack of a truth source. Video position verification was attempted but the speed of the an-n made
analysis difficult. The centrifuge was capable of acceleration over 20 G which was the tracking limit of
the receivers under test. High dynamic GPS and IN4U testing remains one of the major problems facing



the JAMI program given the need for truth measurements with an accuracy of one foot, 0.5 degree
attitude and 0.1 ft/sec velocity during maneuvers of up to 50 G.

Platform Integration- Integration of JAMI developed hardware onto various platforms has been of high
priority during the past year. Memorandums of Agreements (MOA) have been negotiated between JAMI
and missile programs through which JAMI provides qualified JTU hardware and the missile program
provides the platform and test results. The JAMI program still has the CTEIP requirement to integrate
all JAMI systems (FTSA, JTU) into a single platform and demonstrate the system on a national range.
The current plan is to design and fabricate a complete system in a 5 inch missile warhead volume. Oil
The system will contain redundant FTRs, FTSAs, flight termination batteries, alone with signal
conditioning, a JTU, an encoder, an encrypter, a transmitter, and a tri-band antenna.

Figure 3. Low Dynamic GPS Tracking Unit

CONCLUSIONS

The JAMI program has successfully identified a GPS technology that has performance that was
considered impossible three years ago. High dynamic missile programs will be supported through the
use of worldwide tracking capability as well as programmable flight termination hardware. Testing
strategies have been developed to verify the performance of high dynamic hardware.


